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Election Fills
Three Faculty
Council Posts
Three Carbondale faculty
members have been elected to
fill vacancies on the Provisional F acuity Council.
They are Robert A. Harper.
liberal arts and sciences sector; Herbert L. Fink. fine
arts
sector; and Frank
Konishi. home economics.
technology. nursing and library sector.
Gordon C. Bliss of the Edwardsville campus was elected
for the education sector.
The Provisional Faculty
Council will continue to function as the educational policy
arm of the University faculty
until the structure of a new
faculty council has been approved and implemented, an
announcemel!t from the Office
of the President said.
The Faculty Council Study
Committee will meet at 9:30
Saturday morning in the president's office at Carbondale.
The committee will attend
to its organizational details
and adjourn in time for the
Graduate Faculty meeting at
10:30.
In other action Robert D.
Faner, chairman of the Department of English, was
elected as an at-large representative to the University
Council. He will represent the
Carbondale campus.
Herbert H. Rosenthal, professor of social sciences at
Edwardsville. wa:, elected to
serve as at-large representative from that campus.
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Court Postpones Rail Strike;
Way Cleared for Saluki Train
Unions Enioined
Until Dec. 24

'Pleasel' Is Hint
For Coin Cup
"Please'" the sign pleads.
The sign is fixed to a pole
that stands in the middle of
Thompson Woods; on top of
the pole is a cup. A look in
the cup reveals a few pennies.
"Must be collecting for
something," you say as you
drop in a penny 01" two. "Wonder what I donated to:' you
think as you walk away.
If you donated to this or
one of some 28 other "collection boxes" on campus
Wednesday. you have made a
donation
to
the Design
Department.
The money won't go for
machine guns for our advisers in Viet Nam or for
the Peace Corps, or for the
Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee. Tbe money
will go to prove that a person
can design a device or campaign to collect pennies without saying a donation is wanted
or wbat tbe donation is for.
Picture on Page 9

Gus Bode
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COLD PERCH - Three constl1lCtiOft workers
brave the cold winds up ill the superstructure of
the new Communications Building as they rush
to complete the outside construction before win·

ter weather really sets ill. University officials
say construction 00 all major projects is on or
ahead of schedule and shouldn't be set back by
cold weather.
(Photo by Bob Sink)

A Campo8 Fable

'A"est That Tree, Officer'-It Was Traveling
Wrong Way Around Campus Drive Curve
By John Matheson
"It was this way, officer.....
¥ou'd better make it good,
buddy, because I've heard
most everything in my 34
years on this campus beat.
"Well, officer, I was rounding this bend on Campus Drive
and I saw this tree in the
road .••• "
You saw what in the road?
""This tree ••• ,..

Here, buddy. blow up this
"Iloon, and stick out your
d :n so I can get a blood
sample.
"No, there was this tree in
the road. It was mounted on
a big fiat-bed truck. and.... •
This gets better as you go
on. Go on.
"Well, I saw this tree on the
road, and.....
¥ou already told me that.
"Yes, but. I was approaching tbis tree. I was following
Gus says if he ever signs up a motorcycle and all of a
for a class in Africa he hopes sudden, this dog darted out.
the bus service will be better He had been checking this
tree .. see ......
than it is out to VTI.

¥ou mean the tree on the
road?
"Of course I mean the tree
on the road. The dog seemed
to believe there was this tree
on the road. He was checking
it out, like I told you."
I know you told me. Proceed; the leaves are falling.
"So when this dog left the
tree, the motorcycle rider
swerved to miss the dog. When
he did, the rider ran into a
branch of the tree and he
flipped."
The dog or the motorcycle
rider?
"The bike rider. I think
he was distracted; he seemed
to be picking bug wings out of
his teeth at the time."
Bugs from the tree?
"No. I don't know where
the bugs came from. Anyhow,
he swerved and I had to do
s()mething. I couldn't swerve
to the right because I would
have hit the dog; I thought I
would try to miss tbe motorcycle rider, so I swerved left.

That's where the tree comes
in."
The tree in the road?
"Yes. I guess they were
moving it from a place where
there are too many trees, to
where there aren't enough
trees. So they put it on this
truck, see, and were hauling
it around the campus, looking
for a place that had the shorts
on trees. "
Shorts on trees? Is this
a clothesline story?
UNo. you've got me wrong
again. I meant they were toting this tree to a .treeless
place on campus so Its roots
would sponge up some of the
water and there wouldn't be
so much mud."
So you hit this tree on the
road?
"Now you've got it. I really
creamed it. But it was a choice
of hiuing the bike rider, the
dog or the tree, and I figured
the tree was the best bet for

(Continued on Poge 5)

A Federal Court restraining
order temporarily preventing
a nationwide rail strike has
cleared the way for officials
to arrange a Saluki special
train to Chicago at the end
of the term next week.
Plans for the special train,
similar to one set up for the
Thanksgiving vacation, are
being worked out by the Student Activitie~ Office. Details
will be announced lat!;!r.
The strike was originally
set for next Tuesday, and there
was a growing concern among
students and faculty members
that they might be temporarily
stranded here during the
Christmas holidays if it came
off on schedule.
The restraining order. issued by Federal Judge Joseph
Sam
Perry
in Chicago
Wednesday, will take effect
at 9 a.m. Monday. It prevents
some 52.000 members of three
shop
craft unions from
striking until Dec. 24.
Judg~
Perry is to begin
hearing
evidence Monday
morning on a management request for a preliminary injunction to block the strike.
The unions, the International ASllociation of MachI n 1St S,
the International
Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers and the Sheet Metal
Workers International Associarion, have demanded a 41cent-an-hour wage increase
over a three-year contract.
Railroad management reportedly had agreed to a Presidential emergency board
recommendation ro give the
workers pay increases totaling 27-cents-an-hour over a
three-year contract.
A strike would cripple 187
railroads and terminal and
switching companies which
handle more than 90 per cent
of the nation's rail traffic, a
union spokesman said.
The unions reinstated.. a
strike call originally set for
Nov. 23, but postponed for
further negotiations.
The railroads alleged in
the petition that the strike
deadline
is
an
illegal
attempt to compel the railroads UI bargain directly with
the three unions, rather than
with the AFL-CIO Railway
Employes Department.
The railroads chlfrged that
a nationwide work stoppage
would cost them a daily loss
in operating revenues of
$26,752,000.

Student Council
Cancels Meeting
The regular Student Council
meeting will not be held tonight or next Thurl'lday night,
according to Pat Micken, student body president.
Micken said early complerion of Council business
combined with the problems of
adjusting to the new final examination system were Ute
reasons for canceling the
meetings.

Fivr.

Hold Parties

Sororities Here Play Santa
To Youngsters and Alumnae
Alpha Gamma Delta social were made by the chapter
sorority held a Christmas members.
party for members and
pledges Monday evening. A
gift exchange and the arrival
of Santa Claus were highlights
A gift exchange for sorority
of the evening.
members was held by Sigma
Kappa. Sunday evening following the Sigma Kappa annual
Christmas Open House. The
A Christmas party for un- chapter house was decorated
derprivileged children in Car- to the theme. "The Wonderful
b(>ndale was held Saturday af- World of Christmas."
DAVID BARKSDALE
JAMES BOND
ternoon by Alpha Kappa Alpha.
Each child received a gift
from the sorority.
A Christmas party was 4-H l:tmgre.. Award
given Sunday evening for
members and alumnae of SigA Christmas dinner and ma Sigma Sigma. by their
tree-trimming was held Mon- pledges. A gift exchange for
day evening for Delta Zeta sorority mothers and daughpledges. initiates and ters was held and entertainalumnae. Gifts were ex- ment was provided by the
cbanged by sorority mothers pledges•. The pledge class preCarole L. Johnson. an SIU Susan M. Timpner. Pinckand daughters. and the alum- sented personalized coffee sophomdre majoring in neyville, and Miss Johnson
n3i! were presented gifts which cups to each member.
mathematics education. won were among 32 Illinois delea home economics nartonal
scholarship at the recent NaTODAY - FRIDAY
tional 4-H Club Congress in
Chicago.
Miss Johnson. previously a
state winner in the home economics awards program. will
receive a $500 scholarship.
She is from Peoria •.
Three other SIU students
were also delegat~s to the recent convention.
David C. Barksdale. (uka;
James D. Bond Jr•• Galatia;

*

*

*

*

SUSAN TlMPNER

Carole Johnson, Sophomore, Is Winner
Of $500 National Home Ec Scholarship
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gates who attended the convention. They represented
78.000 Illinois members.
Bond and Barksdale were
state winners before going to
the congress. Bond is in the
national poultry awards program and Barksdale in in the
national field crops award
program.
Miss Timpner's trip to the
congress was sponsored by the
Illinois 4-H Foundation.

Little Sister, to Get
Delta Chi Bracelets
Delta Chi will present little sister bracelets to the
fraternity's honorary little
sisters at its annual Christmas dance. The sisters have
been pinned or engaged [0 a
fraternity brother for at least
three months.
Recent pinnings are Terry
Hamilton to Artha Bell, of
Alpha Gamma Delta; Dennis
Ammann to Karen Nungesser;
William JourneaytoJanetSiebert; and Tom Collins to Sue
Packard. of Sigma Kappa.

Fraternity to Hold
Banquet Sunday

A banquet for all members
of Sigma Beta Gamma. both
active and inactive. will be
held at 8 p.m. Sunday at Engel's Restaurant.
Members of the honorary
radio and television fraternity·
should contact the radio ofMostly cloudy with possible fice before Friday to make arrain. High mid 40s to mid 50s. rangements to attend.
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Sing Along With
The uGaslighters"

8:30 - 10:30

Friday &: Saturday

Deeember II & 12
PIO$c...ium One

11 0.1a. - 11 p.m. Mon - Thurs.
11 o.m. - 30.m. Fri. & Sot.
2 p.... - 11 p.m. Sundo,
ComllUs Shopping Centet"
Ring 549·1920

remain$ alive,

In nin...... "UflJ,.J·

fIIIJ $;xty·five!
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WSlU to Feature
Handel, Prokofieff

Activities

Archery, English Clubs
And Dancers to Meet
Interfaitb Council meets at
10 a.m. in Room D of tbe
University Center.
The Inter-Varsity Cbristian
Fellowsbip will meet at 11
a.m. in Room B at the University Center.
The Department of Philosopby
is holding a Faculty-Graduate Student Seminar a.t 3:45
p.m. today in r,1e Family
Uving Lounge of the Home
Economics Building.
Women's Recreation Association Modern DanceClubwill
meet at 4 p. m. in the
Gymnasium.
The
Student Non-Violent
Freedom Committee meets
at 7 p. m. in Furr
Auditorium.
Soutbern Players will meet at
7 p.m. in Room 304 of Old
Main.
The WRA Arcbery Club will
meet at 7:30 p.m. in the
Large Gymnasium.
The English Club will meet at
7:30 p.m. in the Family Living Lounge of the Home Economics Building.
Iota Lambda Sigma, industrial
education honorary, will
meet at 7:30 p.m. in the
Agriculture Seminar Room.
The Interpreter's Theater
performance begins at 8
p.m. at the Studio Theatre.
f) e n ice
Joston Cocking,
soprano, will present her
senior recital at 8 p.m. in
Shryock Auditorium.

Music by Handel. Prokofieff
and Albeniz will be presented
on Concert Hall at 3:30 p.m.
on WSIU Radio.
Other programs are:
10 a.m.
The Story Bebind tbe
Theater: "The Actor as an
Artist."

The Dance Committee of the
University
Programming
Board will meet at 9 p.m.
in Room E of the University
Center.
UC PB Special Events Committee will meet at 9 tonight in Room C of the
University Center.

12:30 p.m.
News Report.
I il.m.

Reader's Corner: A:o:-cbibald
MacLeisb reads bis own
poems.

Langenhop to Speak
At Math Colloquium
A mathematics colloquium
will be held at 4 p.m. today in
Room 112 of the Wbam Education Building.
Carl E. Langenbop, chairman of tbe Department of
Mathematics, will speak.

2:30 p.m.
Flashbacks in History.
8:30 p.m.
Concert Festival: The 1963
Budapest Music Festival,
featuring a piano recital by
Louis Kentner.

Baptist Group Sets
Friday Yule Party
The Baptist Student Union
will sponsor a Cbristmas
party at 9:15 Friday evening
in tbe union lounge. following
tbe basketball game between
SIU and Tennessee Tecb.
The program includes decorating the lounge. breaking
a pinata and a devotion by
Linda Priestley of Sparta.
devotional chairman.
All Baptist students are invited. Those attending will
bring a money gift for the
organization's 1965 summer
missions.

Colloquium Slates Lichtenstein Talk
"Some Contrary Opinions
About Acquiescence·' will be
the topic of discussion by Edward Uchtenstein, assistant
professor of psycbology. at
tbe Psycbology Colloquium at
4 p.m. Friday in tbe Agriculture Seminar Room.
Ucbtenstein did his undergraduate worle: at Duke University and received his M.A.

and Ph.D. degrees from the
University of Micbigan.
Before coming to SIU this
quarter be was an instructor
in psychiatry at the UCLA
Medical Center.
Psychotherapy, defense
mechanisms and response
sets are Licbtenstein's major
areas of interest.

See the new

Barrymore to Play Romeo
In Shakespeare TV Film
" Romeo and Juliet'- will be
events from tbe SIU campus.
shown on Film Classics at
8:30 tonight on WSIU-TV.
8:15 p.m.
Norma Shearer, Leslie
This Week: A capsule of
Howard and John Barrymore
the events of the world in
star in the tragic love story
tbe past seven days.
written
by
Will ia m
Shakespeare.
Other bigblights are:

~~~t's

Volunteers Needed
To Prepare Show

New: A searcb for
Volunteers are being sougbt
the mysterious dragon of for the steering committee for
Kodomo Island, Indonesia. SIU's International Nigbt in
February.
6:30 p.m.
Applications are available
Wbat's New: Tbe dances at tbe information desk of
of the Indians of tbe South- the University Center. acwestern United States.
cording [0 Jobn F. Wilbelm.
who is cocbairman with Diana
7:30 p.m.
M. Baima.
Bold Journey: The bighest
International
N i g h [ is
and lowest points on the
American contin,mt are a scheduled for Feb. 13 and 14.
Wilbelm said coffeefromvarmere 100 miles apart.
ious nations will be served,
and foreign students will erect
Sp.m.
SIU News Review: News and displays, and perform in a
talent show.
Wilhelm asked that applications for steering committee
aSSignments be returned to
Me mtJe rs of Cyclesport the information desk by
Inc., an area motorcycle club, Dec. 17.
will brave cold weatber Sunday as they ride to Giant City 4 Music
for a coml)ined meeting and
wiener roast event.
The cyclists will leave
Speede Service. west of Carbondale. at 1:30 p.m. and will
A Senior Recital will be
install new officers and vote
on four applications for presented at 8 p.m. today
in Shryock Auditorium.
membership.
The featured students, all
8a,472 in Fuel Tax
majoring in music, include
Earl Walters, saxopbone,
Allotted 10 Carbondale Den ice Josten Cocking,
Carbondale has been al- soprano, Jack Ridley, piano.
lotted $8.472 as its sbare of an.1 Juditb Luele:er, flute. Althe Motor Fuel Tax paid into so featured at tbe piano will
the state treasury during be Robert Mueller, chairman
November.
of the Department of Music.
The Illinois Department of
The rer.ital will include
Finance allotted $4,975,526 as numbers by Karel, Bach, Paithe share that Illinois mu- siello, PergoleSi, Schubert,
nicipalities have paid into the Strauss, Faitb, Copland and
: treasury for tbe·fuel,~x.
Donizetti.
5

at the
Squire Shop

Motorcyclists Plan
Meeting Sunday

Seniors
To Present Redtal
Tonight in Shryock

Gift Suggestions

eufllinb
tie taee
men's jewelry cues
dJ'e88er eaddies
wallet8

ashtrays
beverage mugs
desk lighten
novelties
oologne

and men's
apparel &om
aoebto hat8

6quirr
s;bop l.tb.
~"""'C~&
IPS"·9
... ilDALI!
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League of Nations Ghost

The Road to Health

What We Have Now·
(Eighth of a Series)
By Judit~ M. Roales
Just as the doctor's quickly
scrawled prescription takes
into accountthe existing bodily
defenses and concentrates on
building up a healtb organism, so, too, the medical
school at Southern would build
on facilities and services already in operation.
Hospitals need nurses, and
Southern's nursing program
needs a hospital in wbich to
apprentice its future RN's.
The School of Home Economics trains dietitians who
could intern here, and the
medical secretaries and physical therapists in VTI programs could receive practical
experience and poSsibly employment after graduation.

Southern already has many
supporting services; it lacks
only the major ingredient, the
hospital itself.
These, and other programs,
joined With the medical school
would promote the wen-being
of the entire area. Consider
only brieny the economic situation in Southern illinols. According to a study made several years ago, the town of
Cobden lost an estimated
$46,300 per year in doctors'
fees and payments for medicine, gas, and oil because the
people had to go outside the
area for an adequate hospital.
This did not include an account of the money which
visitors and pat.ients in the
hospital spend in the area
where they stay.

Cobden is one example.
Carbondale itself loses less
because of the facilities available through the two Hospitals
here. But the area as a whole
does suffer because of the tendency to go to larger communities
outside the area for
medical care.
The concept of a rural medical center is not Without other
advantages. In case of war,
the large metropolitan areas
will be bombed or under heavy,
attack. The rural center is
the focus of rehabilitation of
men and facilities in most
defense plans. A frightening
idea, but one which must be
considered.
Friday:
$11.36.

Area's Penalty

Time and Winning and Losing
Sometimes you win, sometimes you lose. Sometimes you
do both at the same time. if
winning in one art~a means losing in another.
Each student !tas only so
much time to spend, and he
must be careful in deciding
just how much time he wants
to allocate to each of his activities. Thus we often see
that a student who excells in
extra-curricular activities is
not an excellent student academically, and often the student who excells academically
is a flop extra-curricularly.
There just isn't enough time.
With more and more emphasis being placed on academic excellence at SIU, it
is likely that ;:bere will be
less and less time available

for students to devote to extra-curricular activities. Already we can see some of
the effects. School spirit is
said to sag, and organizers
of campus activities requiring volunteers often have a
difficult time finding persons
of high caliber willing to commit their time.
The student who wants to
participate in a campus activity and still pay proper
attention to his studies faces
a problem. If he becomes
involved in his extra-curricular activities. classwork is
neglected.
Very few students are able
to excel in both the academic
and the extra - curricular
areas. Most of those who try
are nothing more than well-

Time for Prevention
Screech--I Has this happened to you, motorist? If it
hasn't you probably haven"t
driven on campus drive lately.
The part of campus drive
in question is that 3l'ea in
front of the University Center which extends through the
old tennis courts and ends on
Harwood Avenue.
What makes this congested
area particularly hazardous
is a small island in front
of the center where cars are
permitted so passengers can
be unloaded. Drivers leaving
tbis area for Campus drive
have no Eigns to direct them.
Motorists are not the only
people Who must tangl~ ,!ith

this problem. ~tudents who
have classes in McAndrew
Stadium must risk life and
limb by crossing this part
of the c:!-rive without the help
of a crosswalk or a policeman.
It's easy to see how a rapidly growing university such
as Southern can be guilty of
sU.;h a small but imponant
oversight but tbat is no excuse for allowing the bazard
to remain.
Let's have a traffic sign
or two and perhaps a crosswalk in this area. There's
stin time before we have our
first serious accident.
Joe Cook

leiter to the Editor

Thanks to Good Samaritans
As a result of the snOwstorm that occurred on the
last day of Thanksgiving vacation. several trains were
delayed and many returning
students were stranded at the
railroad station at 12:30 a.m.
Because of the large number
of students involved we found
.it almost impossible to get
taxicabs and, needless to say,
it was extremely cold (we
bad had to get off the train
some distance from the station). At any. rIte, as we
were wondering what to do,
several young men noticed
our problem and offered to
drive the remaining students
back to campus.
This may .. nqt sound like
any great· deed,. but consid-

ering tbat it was early in
the morning and at least one
of these drivers that we know
of lived a good distance off
campus, we beU,;"vog that their
action should be applauded by
all tbose who have sought to
discredit the male students
of SIU. We do not know the
names of these persons; we
know only that they helped
us when we were in an unpleasant situation and refused
payment for their services.
We are very grateful and would
like t'l take this opportunity to
thank them if they should read
this letter. Again. thank you
very, very much.
Ma.u .Jensen
Dianna Voss

greased macbines dashing off
to a multitude of classes and
meetings with bloodshot eyes.
The problem will most assur~ly persist as the University's academic demands on
the student's time increase.
Eventually many extra-curricular activities will die
out--oot so much because of
a lack of interest, but because
of a lack of time.
Walt Waschick

U.N. Cushions Clash
Of Nuclear Giants
By Ruth Pearson
Copley News Service
NEW YORK--A ghost haunts
the red-carpeted corridors of
the United Nations.
Its presence is felt almost
anywbere--in the delegates'
lounge where ambassallors sip
espresso coffee while tugboats
churn by on t)Ie East River, or
in the gold and blue General
Assembly where statesmen
invoke its name in tones of
grave admorJtlon.
This portentous shadow is
the long-dead but never-forgotten League of Nations, the
half -created hope for insuring
world peace that was conjured
up by good intentions but endowed with little substance for
achieving its goaL
Set up in 1920 to prevent a
second world war, the League
collapsed at the first outburst
of major conflict.
As U.N. Secretary General
U Thant recently recalled, the
League failed in its 19th year
because it was strictly a European club, maimed at birth by
tbe refusal of tie United States
to join. U Thant warned that
the United Nations. also in its
19th year. could face tbe same
fate.
This time it is another
major power, the Soviet Union,
tbat threatens to bolt tbe organization if it is penalized for
not paying its U.N. bills.

It appears doubtful that the
Soviet Union's recent change
in government will be accompanied by a change of heart
concerning the payments, although it still is too early to
tell.
The U.N. crisis arose over
the SOviet's rock-like resistance to paying its overdue
assessments for the U.N."s
Congo and Middle Eastern
peace-keeping forces. If the
Russians continue to refuse,
the United States insists that
they should be penalized by the
loss of their General Assembly vote.
Several months ago, thenSoviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev warned U Thant that if
this occurs, the Russians
would walk out of the U.N.
The man who replaced
Khrushchev as first secretary
of the Communist Party, Leonid L Brezhnev, strongly supports many of the U.N.' s goals,
according to some U. N.
observers.
But whether the Russians
will pay up is uncertain, and
if they decide to walk out, the
United Nations might face the
League's fate.
If the organization does survive this showdown, the United
Nations could emerge stronger than ever as a settlement
between the United States and
the iJSSR would be proof of the
importance tbat both attach to
keeping the United Nations
going.
Actually , the fact that the
United Nations bas so far
weathered storms that would
have swamped the League
demonstrates tbat international
organizations
are
Simply reflections of great
power politics. Possibly the
main difference between the
League and the United Nations
is that tbe latter exists in a
nuclear age. a time wben the
two nuclear nations know that
they could destroy each other
in a matter of hours.
The bomb actually has
achieved what neither the
League nor the United Nations
could do: It has created a
situation in which war can be a
self - defeating extension of
foreign policy.
In this Situation, where the
nuclear powers must reach
agreements or face terrifying
consequences, the United Nations is a useful means of
cushioning the confrontation of
the giants.
But as the United Nations
looks to its future--partly with
confidence, yet With understandable fear concerning the
present crisis--there are always reminders of the past to
cast a cloud over too much
optimism.
Last year, aging Ethiopian
Emperor Haile Selassie stood
once again before the world's
assembly and recalled that 27
years ago be had appealed in
vain to the League to stop the
invasion of his country.
The frail little figure told
the United Nations:
"Today I stand before the
world organization which has
succeeded to the mantle discarded by its dis.;redited predecessor." He appealed for
support of the United Nations
as "the best--perhaps the

~::I~i~'~':f !~~it~ ,peaceful
Blessed are the international trouble-shooters, for
they
shall
never
be
unemployed.
Thomaston ~G~) Times
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SIU-Trained Nurses Lessen
Shortage in Southern Illinois

PENS FOR mE PROFESSOR - Fredf'l'ic H. Guild (left), visiting
professor of government and former director of research of the
Kansas Legislative Council for 29 years, is presented a pen set
by Jack A. Rhodes, director of the Oklahoma Legislative Council
and president~lect of the National Legislative conference. Guild
is a former president of the national group.

Twenty nurses who have
been graduated from the degree program in nursing at
SIU have considerably lessened the shortage of nurses
in Southern Illinois. according
to Virginia Harrison. coordinator of pre-clinical nursing.
Five are at the Anna State
Hospital, five in Carbondale,
two in Murphysboro. one at
the Marion Memorial Hospital, two at the Veterans Administration
Hospital
at
Marion, one at Red Bud, one
at SIU's Vocational Technical
Institute and three with the
Bi-County Health Department.
West Frankfort.
The graduates and their
present locations: Mrs. Peggy
Gallagher Booker. St. Clements Hospital. Red Bud; Mrs.
Shirley Everingham, Veterans
Administration H 0 s pit a I,
Marion; Mrs. Judith Badgley
Ferguson. Jackson County
Health Department, Murphysboro; Unda Jarvis. Anna
State Hospital; Karla Faye
Meyer. St. Joseph Memorial
Hospital, Murphysboro; Mrs.
Mary Goss. Doctors Hospital.
Carbondale; Betty Upe. 0perating room supervisor.

Doctors Hospital, Carbondale.
Mrs. Lucille McDonald. BiCounty Health Department.
West Frankfort; Mrs. Donna
Owens. instructor, affiliate
school for student nurses,
Anna State Hospital; Mrs.
Maxine Rosenbarger, director.
Area Redevelopment
Agency Training Program for
Psychiatric Aides, AII'la State
Hospital; Mrs. Ardith Walsh.
Anna State Hospital.
Mrs. Maribeth Higginbotham. Veterans Administration
Hospital, Marion; Carol Addison, Carbondale Clinic; Mrs.
Delores
Pennell. Marion
Memorial Hospital, Marion;
Mrs. Beatrice Chiodini, clinical instructor. Practical
Nurse Program. Vocational
and Technical Institute. SIU;
Mrs. Opal Cochran, evening
supervisor. Doctors Hospital.
Carbondale.
Mrs. Ladonna Harrington
Oxford. Bi-County Health Department. Murphysboro; Amber Borah, school nurse, Carbondale
Community High
School; Mrs. Kathleen King.
instructor. affiliate school for
student nurses. Anna State
Hospital; and Benita Brothers.

Bi-County Health Department.
West Frankfort.
Southern';; Department of
Nursing is now located at the
Edwardsville Campus. but
students may continue to take
the first two years of preclinical training at the Carbondale Campus. A total of
119 students is currently enrotIed in preclinical classes
here. Miss Harrison said. including 81 freshman. 20 sophomores and 18 registered nurses who are completing academic work for the ~chelor's
degree.

Home Ec Chairman
Is Awards Judge
Betty Jane Johnston, chairman of the Department of
Home and Family, was in
Chicago Wednesday serving
as one of four judges in the
1964 awards program of the
American
Home Laundry
Manufacturers Association.
The awards are for outstanding contributions to the
education of America's homemakers in the area of modern
home laundry.

New Faculty

FREE FREE FREE
Grand Prize

Visiting Prof
Is Coauthor
Of Novel
An accomplished writer on
Edgar Allan Poe and coauthor
of the novel "Thy Men Shall
F all" has taken a po&ition
this year as visiting professor
of English at SIU. He is Sidney
P. Moss.
Other writings and reviews
he has authored include works
on Thoreau, Howells, Hawthorne, Jeffers and others.
Moss has been an assistant
editor at the University of
Illillois and a professor of
English at Murray State
College.
He received his Bachelor
of Arts degree in 1950 and
his Master of Arts degree in
1951 at the University of Illinois. He received a Ph.D.
degree in 1954.
He served four years in the
Army, thrC!e of which were
spent overseas.
Organizations of which he
is a member include the
American Association of University Professors and the
Modern Language Association.
Moss is married and has
three children.

Wayward Tree
Baffles Driver

$300.00 HONDA
Also 21 bicycles given away FREE
Register at any store-Need not be present to win.
See Santa Oaus in his new house
2 - 8 p.m. Monday, Friday, & Saturday

Check the schedule for

(Calltinued &0. Page 1)
carrying insurance on this
here campus."
So what happened to you,
your car and the tree?
"Well, I missed my 8 0'
clock; my '52 Hudson was
racked pretty badly; and that
tree was really barked in
the wrong places. The bike
rider lind the dog are okay,
I thint."
Anything else?
"Yes. Can I get a copy
of this accident report to send
home to my folks?"
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Associated Press News Roundup

Saker Probe Ends,
Will Resume in Jan.
WASHINGTON (AP)-The
Senate Rules Committee has
voted to hold new hearings
on Bobby Baker in January
and [0 question resigned White
House aide Walter W. Jenkins.
But the senators decided to
drop the party girl issue
raised publicly earlier.
Committee Chairman B.
Everett Jordan, D-N.C., said
a public hearing heldWednesday afternoon would be the
committee's last this year.
But just when Jenkins-a longtime aide to President Johnson-will be summoned was
left up in the air.
A committee member said
the timing, and whether Jenkins will testify in public or
closed session, will depend
on his physical and emotional
condition. When Jenkins quit
his White House job during
the election campaign, and it
became known he had tWice
been arrested on morals
charges, he was a hospital
patient.
Jenkins still is under care
of doctors.
Early in the Baker inquiry,
the committee's Democratic

NOWOPEN
12 lb. ogitato, wClshers

COIN
OPERATED

major!ty voted down demands
by Republican members to
call Jenkins for questioning
about testimony relating to the
sale of advertising time on
an Austin, Tex., television
station owned by Johnson's
family.
The deciSions on the committee's future action were
taken at a four-hour closed
morning session. They were
announced by Sen. John Sherman Cooper, R-Ky., who said
he did so reluctantly.
Jordan, as chairman. had
told newsmen he planned to
issue a statement today detailing what the committee
decided behind closed doors,
but Cooper beat him to it.
The Kentuckian did so, he
said, because Jordan had indicated to newsmen that all
members, including Cooper.
were happy with the decisions.
Cooper, the only Republican
who attended, said he definitely was not happy because
he had been voted down on
all motions except one. In
all, five questions were discussed and acted on, he said.
Obviously annoyed at the
committee chairman, Cooper
said, "I don't think anyone
has the authority to examine
my emotional processes to
determine whether I'm happy
or sad."
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WASHINGTON (AP)President Johnson and Soviet
Foreign Minister Andrei A.
Gromyko discussed disarmament and other East-West
issues at a II/2-hourmeeting
Wednesday night which the
Russian leader termed "useful" and "friendly:'
The White House session
was the first meeting between
Johnson as president and
Grornyko, who now has new
bosses in the Kremlin.

U.s. sources said the Moscow foreign policy line appeared to be generally the
same as it had been under
former Premier Nikita S.
Khrushchev. They held the
door open for further U.S.
-Soviet agreements but said
nothing speCific was agreed
on.
Johnson reportedly wanted
to make plain to Gromyko
that the United States still
has its guard up against any
Communist expansion but is
willing to enter into accords
where they can be reached.
Secretary of State Dean
Rusk and British Foreign MinTOKYO (AP) - Commt.nist ister Patrick Gordon Walker
North Viet Nam charged that both held separate meetings
three U.S. and South Vietnam- with Gromyko earlier.
ese warships shelled a Nonh
Vietnamese Village Wednesday for 15 minutes.
Peking's New China News
Agency. quoting a Hanoi dispatch, said that in the proLONDON (AP) - Dame Edtest Lau said "on the night ith Sitwell, grand old lady of
of Dec. 8, the U.S. and the English poetry, died in London
South Viet Nam authorities Wednesday !light. She was 77.
once again sent three warships
She was a master of light
to cross the temporary mili- verse, a noted English ectary demarcation line and centric who dressed in medienter the territorial waters eval clothing and often spent
of the Democratic Republic of a large part of the day reading
Viet Nam."
and conversing With friends
"At 1:30 a.m. on Dec. 9, while in bed, and she was a
these ships fired 2Omm,40mm member of a noted literary
and 57mm shells on Vinh Thai family.
village in Vinh Linh area for
She was understood to have
IS minutes:' it said.
died of a heart attack.

Viet Reds Protest
Alleged Shelling

Heart Attack Kills
Dame Edith Silwell
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Ex-Collegian
Murders Coed
In Snack Bar
PLATTEVILLE, Wis. (AP)
- Police have questioned a
19-year-old college dropout
in an effort to determine what
caused him tl" enter the crowded snack bal of a student union
building and fatally shoot a
co-ed on the Platteville State
University campus Tuesday.
Kathleen Moan, a 20year-old junior in elementary
education from Belvidere, IlL,
died from a bullet wound in
the head and two in the abdomen.
Grant County Dist. Atty.
James B. Halferty said John
A. Treglown, of nearby Benton, would be charged With
first degree murder. The time
for arraignment was not announced.
Authorities said they had
been unable to confirm reports that Miss Moan, the
school's 1963 homecoming
queen, had refused to date
Treglown.
Treglown said he had been
drinking beer for about two
hours before going to the
campus.
"He says he remembers not
speaking to the girl and says
he remembers firing three
shots but claims everythinJ
else is a blank," Graney said.
Miss Moan, was seated
alone at a corner table. It
was estimated there were 75
to 100 students at the union
at the time.

Misfire Halts
Titan Rocket
CAPE KENNEDY. Fla. (AP)
-A last-second engine misfire on a Titan 2 rocket has
deah a severe setback to the
Gemini man - in - space program. postponing the final unmanned launching of the twoman spacecrafr until January.
The National Aeronautics
and Space Administratiol'! also
said the delay will shove the
first manned Gemini flight
into the second quarter of
1965_ The three-orbit trip by
astronauts Virgil I. Grissom
and John W_ Young had been
scheduled for the first quarter, in February or March.
The trouble occurred
Wednesday 1.7 seconds after
the Titan 2 booster engines
ignited. Loss of hydraulic
pressure caused one of the
two engine nozzles to swivel
out of place and the engines
automatically shut down.
A space agency spokesman
said one of the nozzle tubes
received a slight crack as a
result of the malfunction. He
said extensive checking of all
systems must be completed
before a decision is made and
launching d.J t e
a
new
scheduled.
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19 Face Court
Hearing Today
In Mississippi
MERIDIAN, Miss. (AP)Federal lawyers nave polished
plans for a preliminary
hearing for 19 men in Mississippi's case of the three slain
civil rights workers.
The 19 go before U.S. Commissioner Esther Carter here
today. The federal government
must show "probable cause"
for further legal action on
the charges filed in what the
FBI calls a Ku Klux Klan
plot.
Defendants include adjoining Neshoba County's Sheriff
Lawrence A. Rainey, 41, of
Philadelphia. Miss.; and Deputy Cecil Price. 26.Of the 21 men arrested in
the case, 19 are charged With
conspiracy to interfere with
the federal rights of the slain
men. The others were charged
as accessories after the fact.
Any murder charges in the
case must come from the
state, which has made no
move.
Informed sources said the
FBI information in the case
will be outlined to Dist. Atty.
W. H. Johnson for possible
state charges after the preliminary hearing. Johnson's
district includes Neshob~
County. He lives in Decatur.
The federal charges singled out 10 of the men as
having actually plotted to intercept the three civil rights
workers and "assault, shoot
and kill them." These include Deputy Price.

GOP Parley
Seeks Unity
NEW YORK (AP) - Sen.
Barry Goldwater has met two
former
Republican presidential candidates in a summit
conference and they all agreed
GOP unity could be achieved
if opposing factions gave a
little ground.
Goldwater announced the
agreement after talking for
an hour with former President Dwight D. Eisenhower and
former Vice Pre sident
Richard M. Nixon Wednesday.
"We all of us want to see
no blood dropping on the
ground:' Goldwater, defeated
GOP presidential candidate.
told a swarm of newsmen later
in the lobby of the hotel.
Goldwater spoke standing on
a chair and declined to answer
questions.
Nixon, in a separate appearance, also mounted the chair
and said the Republican pany
needs a national chairman with
broad suppon. He said "a major,ity of one is not enough"
to prove that Chairman Dean
Burch has that kind of backing.
Eisenhower did not go to the
lobby but appeared in the evening at a reception in the Hotel
Astor and voiced a give-andtake view.
He made no personal reference to Burch, but commented: "Naturally, we're
going to have to have to have
a leadership that satisfies by
and large all sections of thl'!
party."
He said be thought his own
role in seeking unity would
be to issue a public statement
"just reminding ourselves as
to wbat we hold in common:'
''If I can be a bit of a
catalyst and get things rolling,
I would be highly delighted."
But he said Goldwater as
the titular bead of the pany
"has the responsibOity and
opponunity to take the lead
in this effort"-
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Indicat. U.s. Followup

Soviet Budget Cut
Hits Military funds

Bruce Sb-aka. Buff.lo Evenin. Ne..

MOSCOW (AP) - Premier
Alexei N. Kosygin has announced a small cut in the publicly announced pan of Soviet
defense spending and said the
United States has "made appropriate statements to us"
indicating its military budget
will be cut also.
The cuts "constitute a definite, positive step toward reducing international tension:'
Kosygin told the Supreme Soviet Wednesday.
He expressed Willingness to
solve problems with Western
countries but denounced U.S.
actions in the Congo, Cuba
and South Viet Nam.
Kosygin also reiterated
criticism of the proposed
Nonh Atlantic Treaty Organization multilateral force al1d
issued a cal] for a meeting
of the European Communist
military alliance to consider
it.

Cal Students Claim Victory, Win Demands
BERKELEY, Calif. (AP) Jubilant rebel students at the
University of California held
a noon rally Wednesday to
celebrate "victory" in obtaining faculty backing of their sitin battle against restrictions
on ·political activity.
"Magnificent:' said Mario
SaViO, leader of the Free
Speech Movement, a It e r
the faculty Academic Senate
adopted 824-115 a resolution
recommending that the students be given most of what
they have heen demanding

E

through four massive sit-in
demonstrations.
Savio, choking at times with
emotion, told his rally audience of 2,500, "We have
arrived at a point where we
have to be responsible'"
University President Clark
Kerr declined comment.
The university's Board of
Regents will meet Dec. 18 in
Los A.nge]es to consider the
1,200-member faculty group's
proposal which includes:
- Freedom to advocate on
the campus any off-campus

cause whether it is legal or
not.
- Freedom from campus
diSCipline for off-campus political activity.
A delegation of students
planned to ask Gov. Edmund
G. Brown for dismissal of
criminal charges against 814
arrested in a round-the-clock
sit-in at Sproul Hall last week.
But Brown said, "I have
conSidered the question of amnesty carefully and my decision is final. 1 will not
intervene."

Kosygin was making his
first legislative speech since
rep I a c i n g Nikita Khruschev
two months ago.
The almost 1,,jOO deputies
quickly and unquestioningly
approved the change of premiers on recommendation of
Leonid I. Brezhnev, first secretary of the Soviet Communist pany. Neither Khrushchev nor his son-in-law,
Alexei Adzhubei, occupied a
seat as a deputy.
He continued the Khrushchev emphasis on more and
better consumer goods and a
rising standard of living,
promising even faster progress toward a good life for
the nation's 227 million
people.
Both the emphasis on softer
living and on seeking friendship with the West are points
often attacked by Peking.
Kosygin did not refer to the
bitter dispute between the Soviet Union and Red China.
Kosygin said the defense
budget for 1965 would be cut
by 500 million rubles - $555
million at the official rate.
This is 3.76 per cent less than
the announced figure for ]964.
In Washington, the Pentagon
esti ma ted
spending of
$49,473,000,000 for the fiscal
year ending next July 1.
Western analysts consider
the announced figures show
less than half the true Soviet spending on defense, much
of which is buried in other
budget items such as social
welfare and industrial
production.
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Film Production Department
Wins Golden Eagle Award
The SIU Film Production
Department
was recently
given the Golden Eagle Award
by the Council on International
Non-Theatrical Events for a
film' which was made at SIU.
The council presented the
award to Southern for its film,
"Building Lines." This film
was selected by them to
represent. the United States
in the Foreign Film Festivals.
Frank R. Paine, director of
Film Production, went to
Washington, D. C., where he
was presented the award by
Willis Pratt, president of
CINE.
Loren Cocking, lecturer in
Film Production, -end Joseph
Leonard, assistant professor
in English. produced and directed the film.
CINE selects films for entrance into the foreign film
festivals which will make art
students more award of the

Dance Set (or Tonight
"Freezin' Season" will be
the theme of the band dance
at the University Center Roman Room from 8:30 to 12:30
tonight. "Tt:: Scarabs" will
provide the music.

'~rene "
college
florist

457·6660

607 S, Illinois

Bork to Address
Faculty Seminar
Alben W. Bork. director of
SIU's Latin American Institute. will speak at Friday's
Faculty Seminar program. His
topic will be "Propaganda
Methods in Race Relations'"
The presentation will follow the regular noon luncheon at the Faculty Center. It
will be the last seminar scheduled for this quaner. Announcements concerning the
series for the Winter months
will be released after the first
seminar of the new year.
Next week will be the final
period of activities to be conducted by the Faculty Club at
its present location, 1530
Thompson St., as the propeny
is being vacated to permit
construction of the new Physical Science Building.
The
present
facilities
used by the Faculty Club Will
be used by the organization
through Dec. 18.
The Faculty Club's headquaners will be temporarily
located in an area now under
consideration. ::Ietails will be
sent to all members during
the Holiday period.
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world. All films selected for
showing in the film festivals
receive an award.
"Building Lines," which
was shown at the Venice Film
Festival. was produced for an
students. It explores the lines
and the texture found at the
construction site of what is
now the W h a.11 Education
Building.
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mark; Barry Krizau, Dominican Republic.
Alberto Navarro. Ecuador;
Fransico Marchesinf. El Salvador; Mose E. Alepan.
Ethiopia; Julian Lutz. Finland; Dean Roy Kenams,
France; Victor Seper, Gbana.
George Vlabos. Greece;
Maria Gudiel, Guatemala;
Irene Popp, Haiti; Oscar Castro. Honduras; Bob Keller,
Hungary; Alan D. Walker. Iceland; Bhupendra Srivastara,
India.
S. W. Sharp, Indonesia;
Sandra Donch, Iran; Maan
Aboass, Iraq; Charles Riley.
Ireland; Greenville College,
Israel; Ronald Caruso. Italy.
Terry Nelson. Ivory Coast;
Lockhan Hines, Jamaica;
Berr Griffin (McKendree College), Japan; Mufid Halawa.
Jordan; Walid Yousef, Kuwait;
Southeast Missouri State College. Laos.
Mazin Abbass, Lebanon;
Greenville College, Liberia;
Southeast Dlinois Junior College, Libya; Ted Orf. Luxembourg; Donal Wong, Malagasy
Republic; Dan Lasher, Malaysia; Mundelein College, Malta;
Bruce Harris, Mali.
Camilo Rom anus. Mexico;
Your Friendl,
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Delegation chairman forthe
seventh annual Model U.N.
have been announced by
George Paluch, secretary
general. The Model U.N. will
be held on campus Feb. 1213.
Chairmen are Linda Nelson, Afghanistan; Gene Hopper. Albania; Hussam Sirri.
Algeria; Marilyn Koch. Australia; Alan HarasimoWicz.
Austria.
Judy Pope. Belgium; Gary
Rolinson, Bolivia; Genaro
Marin. Brazil; Conrad Krauft,
Bulgaria; William Berube.
Burma; Jon Keiser. Burundi.
Phillip Knipp, Byelorussian
SSR; Earl Wqliams, Cambodia; Jay Kramer. Cameroon; Richard Bivens. Canada;
Larry Glazer, Central African
Republic;
Mary Johnson.
Ceylon.
Carol Cronix, Chad; Roberto Fux, Chile; Paducah
Junior College, China; Alvaro
Pena. Colombia; Adrienne
Trexler, Congo (Brazzaville"
Tom Dawes. Congolese Republic, Leopoldville.
Alfredo
Reralta. Costa
Rica; Maurice Dorf. Cuba;
Karen Alexander. Czechoslovakia; John Shaw, Den-

CIvwt 1,.
Dc

Events in Washingtoo D.C. The award was presented to SIU for its film "Building Lines"which
was shown in the Foreign Film Festival in Venice.

Model U.N. Assembly to Be Held Here
Feb. 12-13; Delegation Chairmen Named
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FILII PRESENTATION - Frank R. Paine (left).
supervisor of SIU Film Productioo, receives the
Golden Eagle Awanl t - Willis Pratt, president
of the COIIOcil on Iotemati0ll81 Non-Theatrical
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STUDENTS ••• FACULTY •••
EMPLOYEES & THEIR FAMILIES
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nNEST PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
& AUTOMOTIVE ACCESSORIES
(or your car care. plus You Save 2 Ways - Low Prices
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SIU (Edwardsville), Outer
Mongolia; Marwan Qazzaz,
Morroco; Tbomas Vaught.
Nepal; Mary E. Jones, Netherlands; Ray Smith, New Zealand; Jose Luna. Nicaragua;
Abrahim Mukhtar. Nigerh;
Nancy Pennebaker. Norway;
Ikram Khowaja, Pakistan;
Samuel Fux, Panama; George
Federo, Paraguay; Miguel
Benejam,
Peru;
Dorothy
Smith. Philippines.
Daniel Koepke, Poland;
Jesus Mendiola. Ponugal;
Brian McCauley, Romania;
Khalid Enani, Saudi Arabia;·
Ken Reiss, Senegal; Jud ..h
Wolfe. Sierra Leone; David
Holian. Republic of South
Africa; Daniel Jones, Spain.
Terry Harvey, Sudan; Janet
Sticht. Sweden; Hasheim Madi.
Syria; Charlotte L. Dolack.
Tanzania;
Dale Hammer.
Thailand; Cheryl L. Summers.
Togo; Bob Kahn. Trinidad and
Richard
Coury,
Tobago;
Tunisia.
Brent Moore, Turkey; Sue
Ann Meritt. Ul1;anda; Jim
Standard.
U.S.S.R.; Nabil
Farouki.
U.A.R.; Howard
Bode, United Kingdom; Will
Meyer, United States; Janet
Davis. Uruguay; Jaime Hernandez. Venezuela; Abdulgaoar AIHujazi. Yemen.
Dan Heldman. Yugoslavia;
Danville Junior Gollege, Zambia; Elias Themos, Cyprus;
and
Stiefel
M.
Ofelia,
Ar entina.
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They Can't Get Enough

TV Screen Is 8ig Holiday Lure;
Students Hate Leaving rfugitive'
By Roy Franke
A student wistfully looking
forward to the Christmas holiday managed to find a dark
cloud to cast a shadow over
this normally cheerful season.
"Just ahout time I get used
to watching my favorite television shows again, it will be
time to come back to school:'
he lamented.
Not all the students interviewed in an informal survey
would agree, however. In fact,
resident 'fellows and or}lers
in charge of television v'lewing on campus thoUght that
"The Fugitive" or "The Addams Family" is something
the average student can take
or leave.
While differing degrees of
watching were expressed, the
opinion of Charles Sandberg,
a sophomore from Springfield
living off campus, pretty well
summed up the entire attitude
of those questioned.
"There's actually not much
time to watch TV. There's
so much else to do," he- said.
That opinion doesn't necessarily mean that students
don't watch television at all.
They do, as Betty Howard, a
freshman from Carbondale,
who lives at home, can testify.
"I watch it about an hour
or two a day," she said. Among
her favorite shows are "The
Fugitive," "College Bowl"
and "Outer Limits." Bruce
Platt, a freshman from Denver, Colo., living at Thompson Point agrees TV is "pretty
popular" although he says he
watches it "very seldom,"
usually while doing his laundry. Late shows and sports
features are his favorites.
Janis Jones, a freshman
from Mt. Erie, who lives off
campus, is an avid TV fan.
She says, "I really love it."

Her favorites are "Peyton
Place," "Outer Limits,"
"The FUgitive," the "Patty
Duke Show" and "The Addams
Family."
Of course there are students at the other extreme
such as brother and sister
Dale and Gale Daniels of St.
Louis, Mo. Asked how much
they viewed TV Dale answered, "next to not at all"
and Gale replied, " baven't
watched a complete program
in over a year."
Another coed, a junior
from Fairfield, who didn't give
her name wasn't overexcited
about the magical picture. "I
find it usually horing," she
confided.
Basketball player Duane
Warning, a senior from
Frankfort, has a single favor-

GUS IS SlU'S NO. I TV
WATCHER
ite, "Bonanza". Others like
him feel the week isn't complete without seeing theirfavorite show, although theygenerally spend little time in
front of the TV set.
Because high schoolers
generally tend to watch TV
more than college students,
a large number of freshmen
were queried on bow attending
SIU has effected their television habits.

When sported sitting in the
University Center TV room
one new collegiate, Willie Box
from Chicago, who lives off
campus, replied. ., have to
watcb one program. I watched
it so much at bome." Commenting on the television facilities at Southern. Box
tbought tbey were "very nice"
altbough "there should be
more TV's."
Linda Elam. a fresb .... ·
from Vandalia living off ....mpus, said, "At first it was bard
to do without it but 1 don't
miss it anymore because there
are so many other activities...
Dena Holsman a freshman
from Winchester, also living
off campus, admits she doesn't
have much time for television
although she likes soap
operas.
Although most ~rmitories
and other housing units hoth
on and off campus bave televisions available. students
that live in the ones that
don't apparently aren't overjoyed with the situation.
Larry Alcoke, a freshman
from Montrose living off campus at a non-TV dorm, says,
"Tbat's what teed me off. 1
wanted to watch those new
series and see wbat the new
shows were like." "Beverly
Hillbillies," UMunsters" and
"Twentieth Century" are
among some of the ones he
misses.
Apparently from the survey
the new fall shows have not
had any significant effect on
increasing or decreasing the
time the average student
spends watching television although it may have effected
what and when he watches.
Football and baseball games
and network specials were the
general favorites along with
comedy shows in p;eneral.

Grades, Chemistry, etc.

Happiness: What Does It Mean?
To Charlie It's a Warm Puppy
What does happinesg mean
to you?
Is it a "B" in chemistry?
Or is it your roommate turning the Stereo down after
you've gone to bed? Is it your
husband getting up in the
morning on the first call? Or
is it your wife not starting
the day off With. "Harry, get
out of bed this minute'"
If you're like Charlie
Brown, it's a warm puppy.
Poets have exploited the
word bappiness; philosophers
have written complete books
about it; but when you get
right down to it. happiness
bas a special meaning to eacb
person.
Merriam-Webster defines
bappiness as "good luck. good
fortune; prosperity; a state of
well- being and pleasurable
satisfaction."
Neil A. Carrier. associate
professor of psychology, said
the word happiness is sucb an
amorphous concept tbat it is
rarely found as such in
psychology.
"If I were to define it."
be said, "' would say that it's
a subjective state which results in one'" motives being
gratified."
He further stated tbat the
gratification could be very
short-lived.
For example, .a person suf-

burdened witb problems may
be in a state of higb gratification for a period of time
if be were to win the Irish
Sweepstakes, but could still
return to his misery of illness
and problems after tbe short
gratification.
Food and shelter, health.
love, successful work and the
respect of one's own family
are some of the simple parts
of happiness. according to
Bertrand Russell.
But, Russell says. "the
happy man is the man who lives
objectively. who has free affections and wide interests.
who secures his happiness
through these interests and
affections and through the fact
that they. in turn, make him
an object of interest and affection to many others."
From a more moral point
of view, Norman Vincent Peale
. ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _---:!
•A
~,.

says, "If the mind is filled
With bate of selfishness, the
clear ligbt of joy cannot filter
tbrough. It is extremely important to clean up sins and
errors; then forget them and
go forward."
One student came up witb
this formula for overcoming
unbappiness:
• 'When I find myself feeling
unhappy," be said, "I think of
all tbe bappy things inmylife.
Tbere's no end to those; then
I find tbat the few unhappy
tbings bothering me are so
trivial compared to my happy
thoughts. that they no longer
bother me."

WHY WALK?
Get 1 - DlrisMas gihs

ON
CAMPU$I
The ••st _ _I lift.
....iI..... i"lIIi._
.............. _ _trl ••

• AROUND THE WORLD *

Flower Shoppe
Campus Shopping Center
. ph. ~49-3560
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The
Museum Shop
AL TGELD HALL OPEN ,.5

A SOFT TOUCH - Christine Mitchell, • jaDior, was one of the
many "soft touches" who contributed to llDknown causes on
campus yestenlay. It was a Design Class project to see how
many people would contribute to a drive without knowing the
cause. Story OIl Page 1.
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VTI Bowlers Defeat Chemistry in Staff League
VTI took the No. 3 spot in
the Faculty - Staff Bowling
standings with a narrow 4point victory over top-ranked

Intramural Games
Games at 8:15:
Hot Rods vs. Boss Tweeds.
Alpha Beta Soup~~.
Berrys.
U. City Ramblers vs. NonEntities..
9:1S games;
C w a z y Wabbits vs. Vi
Counts.
Furriers vs. Recreators.

A

Chemistry. Horace Cornell
and Charles Crooksbank recorded 552 and 515 series for
the victors.
Technology II gained a point
on the leaders despite a 3-1
loss to Industrial Education.
Elvis Bryant of IE topped all
keglers with a 529 seri~s.
Counseling and Testing
edged the Spares by 13 pins.
Mark Thelan"s 538 serie;; was
the only bright spot for the
losers.
Rehabilitation's J. W, Yates
turned in a three game total
of 548, but all went for r,.ought
as Agriculture swept the set.

James Schroeder paced the
Victors with 536.
The Alley Cats routed Housing and Data Processing did
the same to University Center
in the only other action.
Team standings in games
won and lost: Chemistry. won
27. lost 13; Technology II.
25 and 15; VTI. 24 and 16;
Housing. 22 and 18; Spares.
22 and 18; Rehabilitation. 20
and 20; Data Processing 20
and 20; Agriculture, 19 and
21; Alley Cats. 18 and 22;
Industrial Education, 17 and
23; Counseling and Testing.
14 and 26; Univel"sity Center.
12 and 28.
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Salukis Ranked 7th
In Poll of the Week

Q4t
The Daily Egyptian
mailed to your home.

S2.00term

DOWN BUT NOT OUT - This Associated Press pictme of SW's
Boyd O'Neal after taking a rebound &om Roy Smith of Kansas
State made newspapess around the nation this week. For a view
of O'Neal upright, look below.

••

S6.00 year

Even though being the losers
in its last two games, Southern
Is ranked seventh in this
week's small college poll by
the United Press International.
The Salukis polled two
first-place votes and wound
up with 108 points in
the balloting.
Evansville College topped
all other teams with 336
points. The high-flying Aces
won their only game so far
this year laSt weekend when
they topped Big Ten opponent
Iowa 90-83. Evansville meets
Northwestern, another Big
Ten team, Wednesday night.
The Salukis will play the
Aces twice this yeaT. the first
on Jan. 20 in Evansville and
the second here in the final
game of the season on Feb. 27.
Another of Southern's opponents. Wichita, is currently
ranked second in the Asso-

eiated Press major college
poll for this week. The
Shockers. led by 6-7 AllAmerica Dave Stallworth.
were Victorious in their only
tilt this season, as they walloped Long Be a c h State,
114-78.
Wichita will lose Stallworth
on Jan. 30 when he becomes
ineligible. but this won't help
Southern any since we play
the Shockers on Jan. 11.
Some of the Salukis' other
opponents didn't come out so
well. though. Indiana State. the
opponent on Jan. 9, was clobbered
by seventh-ranked
UCLA 1I2-76.0hioUniversity
topped
Northern
Illinois
93-86. We play Ohio on Feb.
20.
Saturday's rival, State College of Iowa. lost its first
game Saturday in a squeaker
to Mankato State. 64-62.
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Busy Weekend of Varsity Sports Slated
Matmen, Gymnasts, Cagers, Swimmers
The SIU Arena and the University School Pool will be the
scenes of a busy weekend of
varsity spons competition as
the wrestling, gymnastics,
basketball . and swimming teams go into action Friday and Saturday.
Wrestling coach Jhn Wilkinson and his grapplers will
stan the weekend action when
they tangle with Bloomsburg
State College, one of the top
small college wrestling teams
in the country, at 1:30 p.m.
Friday.
Don Devine, Dan Divito and
George McCreery, who scored
impressive victories over
their O1)I)Onents in last week's
Winols Invitational Meet at
Champaign, will lead the
matmen.
Gymnastic coach Bill Meade
and his defending NCAA championship team will next take
the Arena floor when they meet
the University of Denver at
4:00 p.m. Denver will be out
to break the Saluki gymnasts' 27 dual meet victory
streak and also avenge last
season's loss to the Salukis,
who stopped .their 34 straight
Victories of dual meet.

The gymnastic meet whicb
is scheduled to end by 5: 15
p.m. will allow Tom McLaughlin and Fred Golub's
freshman cagers just enough
time to warm up for the first
game of the season against
Paducab Junior Coll~ge at 5:45
p.m. in the Arena.
Coach Jack Hartman and his
varsity cagers· will next take
the court and try to keep
their winning ways at home
when Southern meets Tennessee Tecb at 8:00 p.rn.
Saturday's action will find
tlte pace slackened somewhat
wnb only the SIU swimmers
and the varsity cagers slated
to see action.
ClJIlcb Ralph Casey's tank...
men will start their meet
agaillst Evansville CoUege at
1:00 p.m. in the University
School PooL It will be the
swimmers' first regularly
scbeduled dual meet of the
season.
The varsity cagers will
close out the busy weekend
witb the last home basketball
contest of the quarter as they
host State College of Iowa
in an 8:00 p.m. game in the
Arena.

to

See Action

SALUKI WRESTLERS - Heae are tIuee of the Herkert. SlU _tiers, swimmers, ,,_asls ·and
SlU _tiers ....0 .ill see acti_ Friday at a basketball players all will see action this weekmatch in the SIU Arena. They aae (&om left to end.
ri!!fa t) Dan Gaily, ADtooe Kusmanoff and Bob

SIU Arena Chosen as a Site
For High School Tournament
The SIU Arena will be the
site for one of the sectionals
in the 1965 Winois higb school
basketball championship, as
well as a first-round game.
It was among the locations
named Wednesday by the nunois High School Association.
John D. Mees. principal of
University School, will manage both the sectional and tbe
first-round game.
District play at 44 sites will
be held Feb. 22-26. Survivors will join regional competition, March 1-5. at 60
centers. No district tournaments will ~ held for regionals assigned to 16 centers.
. Sectional play is scherluled
10-12 at 15 centers,
in<:luding Arlington Heights,
Carbondale, Decatur, DeKalb,
HarriSburg, Harvey. Hinsdale, JackJ:IDnville, LaSalle,
Macomb. Olney, Peoria Woodrugg, Rock Island, l1rhana and
Wood River.
On March 16. first-round
play will be held at eight

HEED FAST CASH?

centers. including Aurora
East, Carbondale, Evanston
Nonhwestern University, M!lcomb Western, Moline,
Normal. Olney, and Peoria's
Bradley University.
The two-day championship windup at Champaign will
be held March 19-20.

PAWN SHOP

CDALE

Daily Egyptian Classified Ads
ClaSSified advertiSing rates: 20 wards or less are SI.OO per
insertion; a~ditional words five cents each; four consecuctive

issues for $3.00 (20 _rds).

Payable before the deadline,

which is two days prior to pc.lblication, except for Tuesday's

paper, which is noon Friday.
The Daily Egyptian does not refund money when ads ore can·
celled.
The Daily Egyptian reserves the right ta reject any adverti sing

WANTED

1------------1
Roommate far winter quarter..
Female iunior 01' senior pref.,...

e":. I~:'. moc~li9~fa~en;1a
HELP WANTED

20

mOl'. .::"iect. needed for ...

Murphysbato housing - livin~
room.. Ited roam: ~;~~=;;, cII'Id
utiliti •• for $8.SO a w..... Rides
_ailabl..
F... week with
menth'. deposit. Phon. 6~840
aft.... 1
91

b:'~. 7'::i.~ S!:-~N'..t.I~·::"-;'

D.c....... 23. $2 per hau•• Apply
in person. 1020 South La'" Street.
(No tal.phone call.>.
I1S

p....

FOR SALE

Vacancies for girls winter and
spring t ..ms at a leading new
oH.compus dormitary, serving 20
··home coolc.ed" meals a wMk.
Only one bloc" from campus.
Phone 4S7.S167. Wilson Monor.
107
One male student to shore new

Gibson guitar with case, in .x.
cellent c....dition. Mod.1 J.4S.
t9~;o:~ tyle, a real buy. ~1~

t-:D~o-rm-i-to-ry-:ho~u-si-ng"'•.o:D:-o-_"'ta-_-,";....
-I

19 inch table model W.stinghou..
.. Ievi.i..... Good condition, $40
;r :".:: offer. Call 549·3915

leg... Stearns Hall, 111~ South
Washington. Aft.r S p.m.
112

Large male, about 6 ft. tall to
play S.... a CI .... for Do_to_
Merch .... ts. Worle Dec. 17, 18, 19,
21, 22, 23, 24 (about 3S hrs.) See
m.... ager at P.M. Hirsch Ca., 204
S. University.
117

.•

=::,entM:!~ ':-at°~ee:sts'21

'1'2'3

A RINGER - Tom Cook, a Saluki gymnast, works out 00 the rings
in preparation for Friday's meet in the Arena. The meet will be
taped and telecast by WSW-TV at 6:30 p.m. Friday.

2 on Staff Teach
Library Operation
Kathleen Fletcher, assistant professor, and Ray Evans,
instructor in instructional
.naterials, are conducting a
library workshop. at Albion
this month.
Miss Fletcher is teaching
book selection while Evans
is teaching cataloguing.

ttl

r;' ;i I

SPORTIN,. GIFTS & TOYS
SWEATSHIRTS - MOBBY ITEMS
718 S. III.

'N• • ·th. Ccnnpus'

years old. Call 4S7.S562. 119

:::!,i: :..<:;T~., c:'Z!~gSi;r~~~:
ut

!..~!.d:"'':d~ie ~-:;r.::~~I;";to ~v._o_I.._~E_':"_V_I~_f~_S._:_:_:'_E__
R_E_D_S_"__-1
I•••, p1h50
"$liSO
• M]'P2GOL.fo..cur Ity90.-2":9r..
~I
Sot

126

"A f;' i: I
t1 :at.] ;i ti
I

Rooms fa. mal. students. Newly
remadeled. Eatly Am ..ic .... deco••
Private
home.
Murphysbero.
Pho...e 684-6631 or 684-6902.
121
D._to - Bays' apartment. Utilities fuml.hed. T.lephan. 8672874.
124

1-1-9-.9-

-ry-.I-e.-,-4-doo-r-,-.-.c-.-I1';':en=t-l
Ch
","nlng condition, body p.rfect,
will t.... best offe.. Coli 549.
2957. As" for AI.
125

FOR RENT

I-G~irl-s-_-v-ac-an-CY~fo-r-:2~in-tr-a-i-le-r.'"

$~~
711 S.

Air ..enditioned, I 101...... born
$135 ..... ...... Call
549.2559.
122
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1------------1
N••d roomlll_ for winter quor-

;4s~ern apartment. Can 4

5[0

1

_I ............uin. parts, s_ Epps
Mo..... Ine. Highway 13 East ~

~:.2:::";.~'t0I.,

lIIino;70

!.~hHoi~d:::hiC:r. !:':w~hr+~
Str_d, 304 Abbott, Thompson
Point, 453-7382. N.ed 36 pas-

P.:

=d:si.u!f wm~::,,::~·
Friday .v_ing, Dec_b.r 18.
Will orri_ in ChicCl90 7 hours
I_r (1:30 a. ... ) at Greyhound
Bus Terminal in ~. L_p. Cost.
$9.20. Can now! Tu.sday, Wed::~:60 ~~~hursday ev_;ngle;;
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Lourie ReceivesGold Award
At Hall of Fame Inductions

Speed 10 BUrri

2 Grid Clubs Sign
Olympic Sprinters
By the Associated Press
The Dallas Cowboys and
·New York Giants, destined to
finish far up the track In !bis
year's
National
Football
League race, should have
speed to burn in 1965.
Sprinters Bob liayes and
Henry Carr, double gold medal Winners at theTokyoOlympic games, signed contracts
Tuesday with the Cowboys and
Giants, respectively.
The NFL clubs, running
sixth and seventh in the Eastern Division With one game
remaining, outbid American
League rivals for the speedsters, who hope to maIc:e the
grade as flanker backs or
defensive secondary men.
Hayes, who played his football at Florida A!!tM, was a
future choice of both Dallas
and Denver of the AFL in the
1963 draft. Carr, of Arizona
State University, was a future
pick of the Giants and Kansas City of the AFL in last
month's pro draw.
Hayes, 21, played flanker,
running bac", and safety for the
Rattlers while handling the
punting and place-kicking duties. The5-foot-lO,186-pound
flash holds world's records
in the 100-yard dash, 9.1,
and 100-meter event, 10.0.
He won the 100 meters at Tokyo and anchored the winning
U.S. 4oo-meter relay team.
Carr, 6-3 and 195 pounds,
played one season at Arizona
State, missed the next year
because of injuries and passed
up the 1964 campaign for the
Olympics, whet"e he captured
the 200-meter sprint and anchored the American foursome that won the l,600-meter
relay.
NFL clubs added six other

collegians
to their list
of signees Tuesday.
Western Kentucky linebacker Dale Lindsey, Grambling defensive back Mike
Howell and LOI:isiana Tech
punter Dav~ Lee signed with
Cleveland; Penn State fullbaek
Tom Urbanik agreed to terms
with Washington; San Joseend
Dave Johnson signed With Baltimore and Grambling guard
Woodrow People, witb
Minnesota.
Howell and Urbanik were
also picked by AFL teams.
Tbe AFL cameupwitbtbree
plums, Buffalo signing Notre
Dame center Norm Nicola,
Virginia State halfback Lynwood Hart and Boston U.
tackle John Henry.

Baltimore leads
Teams in Offen~e

Old Bass Prove
To Be Smartest
BLOOMINGTON, Ind. CAP)
-A University of Missouri
researcher says science has
confirmed what every fisherman already knows-that old
bass ar", smart. Richard O.
Anderson told the Midwest
Wildlife Conference at Indiana University Wednesday
experiments showed tha; larger bass raised in ponds which
were fished were harder to
catcb that equal-sized bass
from ponds never fished.

BOB HAYES

The
Colts already have
clinched the Western Conference title and Cleveland
leads St. Louis by one-half
game going into the final round
in the Eastern Conference.
If defense is the real story
of pro football, it doesn't
show up in the standing.
Green 8ay is way out front
in total defense, having allowed almost 600 yards less
than Dallas, the second-place
team. Cleveland is far down
at the bottom of the heap
In 14th place in total defense.

downhill after a promising
beginning to his career.
The turning point was this
year's U.S. Open in Wa~h
ington, D.C.
"It was the spark I needed,"
Venturi said. Befure the season ended, he had added the
American Golf Classic and the
Insurance City Open.

u.s. GoY. Inspechd
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Taylor Gets
Shumesh
Rookie Award Cheese Spread 2
NEW YORK (AP) - Cbarley
Taylor, tagged as a "can't
miss" prospect when be was
drafted No. 1 by the Washington Redskins last year out of
Arizona State, has been named
Rookie of the Year in the National Football League by an
Associated Press panel of
spons writers and sportscasters.
Taylor, 6-foot-3 and 210
pounds was voted the Most
Valuable Player in the College All-Star game at Chicago
in August and was outstanding
in the All-America game
earlier at Buffalo.
"Taylor probably is tbe
greatest natural f 00 t b a II
player I've ever seen," said
Coach Bill McPeaIc:ofthe Redskins over the telephone. "He
combines power, speed and
fine open field moves:'
Paul Warfield, Cleveland's
exciting split end from Obio
State, and Paul Krause, Washington's fine safety from Iowa.
tied for second with five votes
each.

it is on the dollars needed
to pay for new stadiums, to
foot the bill for otter sports,
and to meet the increasing
costs of fielding a big squad.
"I will admit. however, that
these reasons have sti mulated
ambitious authorities to let
down the bars and encourage
over-recruiting. Recruiting is
perfecd v legitimate if carried
out unGer the rules of the
NCAA and the conferences to
which these institutions belong
and operate their athletic
programs."
Lourie's address wa'5 the
highlight of the lavish event
attended by some 1,500 persons, including leaders of business, finance, industry. the
military and government and
at which 10 new members were
inducted into the Hall of Fame.

PICK'S

NEW YORK (AP) - The
total offense figures in the National Football League are· an
accurate reflection ofthe team
standings. Baltimore is first
with 4,421 yards. Then comes
Cleveland with 4,079 yards,
followed by St. Louis with
4,052 yards.

Venturi Comeback Rewarded;
He Is PGA. Player of Year
LAS VEGAS, Nev. (AP) Ken Venturi, who made one of
golf's
greatest combacks
With a victory in the U.S.
O],.en, has been named Player
of the Year by the Professional Golfers Association.
And Lloyd Mangrum and the
late Edward Dudley were
elected to the PGA's Hall of
Fame in ceremonies at the
association's annual banquet
scaged this year at the Sabara HoteL
Venturi, :i3, edged PGA
tournament champion Bobby
Nichols by 35 votes tor the
honor.
"1 "ever thought this day
would come to pass," Venturi
said, referring to three years
of tourney play which brought
fru stration
instead of
victories.
Plagued with ill health and
an admitted lack of confidence, Venturi went steadily

NEW YORK (AP)-Donald
B. Lourie, a one-time Princeton All-American and chairman of the board of Quaker
Oats, has called for an end
to
de-emphasis of college
football after receiving the
Football Foundation and Hall
of Fame's Gold Medal award.
"Too often we hear from
. the critics of the game that
there is too much emphasis
on football:' Lourie said in
his acceptance speech at the
$50 - a - plate affair.
"These people, somewhat
like the critics of so-called
big business, usually base
their criticism on the fact that
the game is big rather than on
the fact that it is getting more
popular.
"If there is over emphasisand I don't believe there is-
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